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Dogshaming.com is the popular site that hilariously exposes canine misbehavior with

user-submitted photos. A viral hit from the very first post, it has been the top dog in pet-related blogs

for two years (which in Internet years is like forever). Featuring one of the site&#39;s funniest

cute-but-criminal pups on each page, this calendar will delight and amuse any dog lover.Stealing a

biscuit, barking at babies, farting under the dinner table--these are indeed canine crimes. The

punishment? Calendar shame fame. Each page of the Dog Shaming 2016 Day-to-Day Calendar

features a user-submitted photo to dogshaming.com of a shamed dog, complete with a sign

detailing its latest bad behavior for all the world to see. Yet, it&#39;s hard to feel bad for a shamed

dog that, for example, chewed up his owner&#39;s running shoes the night before a big race. This

calendar is perfect for dog lovers who know that dogs are anything but perfect--and love them

anyway.
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There are a couple really funny captures in this calendar! However, I've been disappointed by the

quality of some of the entries. I expected the calendar to be very polished, like a miniature picture

book, but many of the entries look as if they were pulled off of a Google image search for "Dog

shaming". Some entries are hilarious, other are just "okay".

I am really torn on this one. I love the pictures, the content is really good. However the stand is bad,

it constantly collapses and the weight of the paper, because there are so many pages, is too much



for it and it is tearing away from the stand. Kind of disappointed.

i bought this because i thought it could be funny, based on my knowledge of things my own dogs

do. although i don't consider myself my dogs' "mom", i can overlook those references in the signs

(example: 'i chewed up my mommy's sandals') Along with the mediocre plastic 'stand' that is just a

lame frustration (mentioned in several reviews), I was disappointed to discover the vast majority of

these are about what gross thing dogs chewed up or where a dog pooped or peed.. Seriously?

those jokes got old before i got through January.I understand it's 'dog shaming' but I now realize

there's not enough variety of content to warrant a page-a-day calendar. Today i just trashed this

calendar and bought a different one from the clearance section of Page-a-Day.com.

Purchased as a gift for a couple who have dogs and no children. They get quite a kick out of turning

the calendar each day to see what funny saying there is. They can relate to what the dogs are doing

since their dogs are like children to them and have been known to get into trouble. It's nice to see

actual photos of dogs and not animated pictures. It was a great gift and they are enjoying it.

Recommend for dog lovers.

Bought this to my husband for Christmas. He uses it on his office desk.We have a lab who loves

ending up in lots of mischief.So every day my husband texts me from work with what this calendar

says. And we smile.

Dog lovers need to have this calendar. I've had one each year for a long time and wouldn't consider

giving it up. Additionally, two of my neighbors and our post lady all have them as well. Funny

calendar!

This calendar makes my morning so much better! Every morning when I get to work I always get a

good laugh from the photos. I frequently forget which day of the week it is when it gets crazy at work

so it's nice to have the day of the week and date. I also find there is enough room to write on it if I

need too. Love this calendar, everyone in my office gets kick out of it. I don't want to throw the

pictures away because they are so cute!

The dogs are great, but January 26 is labeled as a Thursday instead of a Tuesday, so I fell into a

downward spiral where I questioned my existence and my place in this world. However, once I



realized the rest of the days seem to be accurately labeled, my anxiety returned to its normal level

of only slightly out of control. @billys
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